PRESS RELEASE

Certified diplomas just a click away.
A mass-market application of the blockchain
for schools, graduates and recruiters.
Press contact:
luc.jarry-lacombe@bcdiploma.com
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EDITORIAL
BCDiploma is a team of EdTech experts, specialists in higher education for more
than 10 years.
“We felt that with the blockchain we would be able to meet the
expectations of higher education institutions by creating a
standard for the certification of millions of diplomas issued each
year around the world: BCDiploma. It is a safe and sustainable
solution that can be widely implemented and used.
Trust, transparency, sustainability and reliability are values that
can be found both in the world of education and in Blockchain
projects.
Luc JARRY-LACOMBE
CEO

The theme of diploma certification is ancient in the

world of blockchain: we can mention the experiments of ESILV,
Holberton School or MIT. But with the emergence of Ethereum,
the situation has changed, and we are now able to offer with
BCDiploma a solution that can be easily deployed and used by
institutions all over the world. In our discussions with schools,
we noticed that many of them are already aware of blockchain
certification services, but that they are still monitoring the market
in anticipation of a solution adapted to their uses.
We created BCDiploma to meet this expectation, whose potential
goes far beyond academic data, since our technology will be used

Vincent LANGARD
CTO

to certify all types of data, professional or administrative!”

Alexis BEROLATTI
COO
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HOW DOES BCDIPLOMA WORK?

“

Can you explain how a diploma

URL /
QR CODE

issued by an institution

URL /
QR CODE

ends up on the blockchain,
accessible to an employer in

Diplom
ETHEREUM

D i p l o ma

BC

Alexis Berolatti, COO: The

BC

a

one click, via a simple URL?
certification process consists of
four very simple steps: first, the
institution issuing the diploma
had its legal existence and
physical reality verified. It stores
CERTIFIED

DIPLOMA

the diploma data (Surname, first
name, date of birth, specialty,
honors, etc.) on the blockchain

Data School Academy

through an application that we
developed.
Then, the graduate student is
assigned a URL and/or a QR

1

The school registers the diplomas on the
blockchain through a user-friendly web application.

2

Each student receives a URL link / QR code, which he/she
can share on his/her CV, job boards, social networks, etc.

3

The recruiter uses this URL link / QR code to verify
the authenticity of the diploma.

code that he or she can show - if
desired - to a third party (typically
a potential employer): it will make

He can hire the candidate!
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a perfectly authenticated diploma
readable and verifiable.

“

SECURITY AND DATA RIGHTS
From the start, BCDiploma decided to provide a cryptographic
solution to the question “how to reconcile the right to personal
data protection with the blockchain?”.
BCDiploma allows you to:
•

Make the graduate responsible for sharing his or her diploma;

•

Enable the “right to be forgotten“;

•

Comply with the GDPR;

•

Ensure the highest level of safety.

The BCDiploma solution stores data on the Ethereum
blockchain with a high level of cryptography. Each diploma is
•

The graduate key;

•

The persistence key;

•

The permanent key of the school.

The BCDiploma algorithm guarantees control of access to
data (graduate key) and the “right to erase“ (persistence key),
in accordance with the GDPR, a European regulation that
came into force in May 2018, with a worldwide legal scope.
The security is maximum: the encrypted data can only be
read with the possession of the three keys, thanks to the
AES_256_GCM algorithm.
Compliance with personal data protection regulations has
been taken into account since the creation of BCDiploma, as
stated by the law firm Alain Bensoussan Avocats in its “Legal
Opinion“.
In September 2018, BCDiploma filed a patent in the USA for
its entire “One click certified data“ protocol.

“

encrypted using a set of three keys:

How can you ensure that the
data on the blockchain will be as
invulnerable as you claim?
Vincent Langard, CTO: The
blockchain is already, in itself,
the guarantee of having data
circulating on a decentralized
network that is far more
invulnerable to cyber attacks than
a conventional network. Hacking
into the data of a blockchain would
require 51% of the network’s
computing power, which proves
to be extremely difficult and
above all, extremely expensive
to operate. The second element
that makes our solution so
reliable is cryptography: we use a
powerful encryption algorithm that
guarantees full protection of the
data sent.
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“

WHAT IS THE ETHEREUM
BLOCKCHAIN?
The blockchain is a decentralized computer network that
stores all the activity that takes place in a database that
everyone can read, complete, but not modify. The blockchain
is tamper-proof (thanks to cryptographic processes) and can
be read at any point in the network. This is what makes it
different from conventional networks and databases based
on a central server (and therefore more easily hackable...).
The Ethereum blockchain is one of these decentralized
networks on which is based the cryptocurrency that has the
same name (Ether): it was created after the Bitcoin blockchain
by a young Russian-born Canadian computer scientist:
Vitalik Buterin. It incorporates the following special feature
compared to its predecessor: smart contracts.
What is a smart contract? A smart contract is a computer
program that runs if certain conditions are met. It is the
equivalent of a real legal contract, except that it is coded in
programming language, and therefore automated. Smart
contracts offer huge application possibilities in all fields:
Ethereum is the most widespread blockchain supporting this
technology.
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A “MICROSOFT FOR STARTUPS”
PROJECT
BCDiploma is proud to announce a significant milestone in its
development: since October we’ve been part of the Microsoft
For Startups program, an exclusive program that offers
the best cloud services on the market to the world’s best
start-ups. As a member of Microsoft for Startups, we have
exclusive benefits including access to Microsoft tools, free
Azure credits, technical support and events. Thanks to this
collaboration, BCDiploma gains the trust of a global player
and reaches a decisive step in its development strategy.
Microsoft only selected about sixty start-ups in France since
the beginning of the year.
Microsoft is a trusted player in the world of education, often
already active in higher education institutions (notably
through Office365). In addition, the Azure cloud perfectly
meets our needs for technical innovation with some of these
exclusive components, such as KeyVault. Thus, the choice of
Microsoft Azure was fully justified when implementing the
first version of BCDiploma.
«We are very pleased to support BCDiploma in developing their
solution. For more than ten years, Microsoft France has been
creating and supporting programs to actively contribute to the
development of start-ups and companies of tomorrow: talent
spotting, business, technological and international support and
acceleration, and linking up with our customers. The integration
of BCDiploma into the Microsoft for Startups program is an
integral part of our strategy and we are pleased to welcome
BCDiploma as one of our new partners.»
Anthony Virapin, Director Startup Business Unit, Microsoft.
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TRUSTED PARTNERS

“While it often takes several days to verify the

“The recognition of diplomas and the verification

authenticity of a diploma, with the blockchain it will

of their authenticity and content are key points of

then be possible to verify this information almost

trust, without which employers remain cautious

instantly in a secure way. Digital certification is an

when recruiting. Storing diploma certificates on the

important step in the digital transformation of higher

blockchain, or even curricula themselves, protects all

education and its ecosystem, and the pilot project

actors: the university, the student and the employer

carried out with BCDiploma should enable us to

from falsification. AUF signed a partnership agreement

measure all the benefits for our communities.”

with BCDIPLOMA for a pilot operation that offers all

Mr. Anthony Hié,
Chief Information & Digital Officer, ESCP Europe

its member institutions [880 universities from 111
countries] the opportunity to put their education
certificates, diplomas or certificates, online [...] for the
academic year 2018-2019.”
Mr. Jean-Paul de Gaudemar,
Rector of the Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie
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See you
at CES 2019!
Stand 50241

CONTACT
AND INFORMATION
Website:
https://www.bcdiploma.com
Press contact:
luc.jarry-lacombe@bcdiploma.com
Press Kit :
https://www.bcdiploma.com/img/BCD_PRESSKIT.zip

